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Section 1
Getting started
with Skimlinks

Installing the Code

Our Javascript was built with your editorial
experience and integrity in mind. Unlike advertising,
the commerce-related content you write doesn’t
interrupt your audience’s experience.
Instead it works behind the scenes, helping
publishers capitalize on their increasingly influential
role in driving purchases and earn commission on
sales. Our network drove over $1 billion in
ecommerce transactions last year and top
publishers earn over $10 million a year from
their commerce content.
As soon as your Skimlinks application is approved,
you’ll receive an email asking you to create a
password for your account. Once you’ve set your
password, you’ll need to log into your account
and copy our Javascript code to the footer of
your website.

We help publishers make money and it all starts with
our Javascript. This snippet of code scans your site,
automatically affiliating any product or merchant links so
that you can make money – and be rewarded for the role
your content plays in a consumer’s shopping journey.
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As soon as you install the Javascript, it will
automatically scan your existing content for links to
affiliate. From now on, you can expect commissions
from any transactions enabled through your
commerce-related content to be credited to your
account. You’ll be able to see your commissions, as
well as get audience insights that can help you
develop new content, by logging into Skimlinks’
Publisher Hub [hub.skimlinks.com].
Visit https://hub.skimlinks.com/setup/install and copy
the unique Javascript code snippet into your site
template just before the </body> tag.
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The URL shortener is located in
the tools section of the Toolbox,
which you can access through
your Skimlinks Publisher Hub
account. There you can copy in
any normal URL and it will convert
it to a shortened fave.co link,
which you can then paste directly
into your social media post. Then it
works like a normal affiliate link and
as long as people are clicking,
and buying, you’ll be able to
earn commission from these
channels too.

The Javascript code looks like this:
<script type=“text/javascript” src=“//s.skimresources.com/js/32X64
.skimlinks.js”></script>

Once installed, it should look like this:
<div id=“footer”>
</div>
<script type=“text/javascript” src=“//s.skimresources.com/js/32X64
.skimlinks.js”></script>
</body>

Editor Toolbar

</html>

If you don’t want to go into the
Publisher Hub every time to create
a fave.co link, you can also make
them with the Skimlinks Editor
Toolbar Google Chrome extension
which you can download in the
Chrome Store.

While our technology is smart, you need to link to products and brands whenever you
mention them if you want to make money. If you don’t the Javascript won’t pick up the link
to affiliate them.
Doing this is simple. Just select the product or brand text, link out to a product page or a
brand homepage and publish like a normal article. As soon as a user clicks on it and makes
a purchase The Javascript will automatically affiliate it.

Make money across all formats
Our Javascript code is great for affiliating links on your website but it can’t be used to affiliate
social media posts and videos on YouTube, Facebook, Pinterest, etc. Fortunately, we
developed our URL shortener fave.co, to enable you to monetize here too.
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Once you’ve installed the
extension, it will tell you as
soon as you arrive on a
Skimlinks Merchant site, what
the merchant’s commission rate is
and automatically generate affiliate
links that you can share directly
on your website or social media.
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Section 2
Getting started
with ‘Comtent’

The first step to get started with comtent commerce-related content - is to reassure your
editorial team that writing comtent doesn’t mean
compromising their editorial integrity. In fact, making
a success of comtent actually means defending that
philosophy more fiercely. You aren’t creating
sponsored content that a merchant is paying for and
acting to deceive readers. The moment you lose their
trust, you lose the ability to influence their purchase
decision and drive sales to merchants.
Instead, publishers writing comtent tend to view it as
“service journalism”. In the same way current affairs
coverage informs people about events of the day,
comtent serves to inform people about products
they’re purchasing and merchants they’re interested
in buying from. You’re helping people validate their
decisions and ensure they make the right choice
of product.

[kom-tent] Short for commerce-related content, comtent
refers to any piece of editorial content centered around
products, services or merchants available for sale online.
Unlike native advertising, comtent is editorially driven and
independent of the compensation a publisher receives
from a consumer purchase.
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‘Comtent’ [kom-tent] is short for
commerce-related content.
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What to write about

What does good comtent look like?

To know what to write about, start with your readers.

Comtent takes many different forms, but has two distinct

Who are they and what content do they engage with most? These are the two questions that
guide your approach around comtent. Consider carefully what you already know about your
audience. Are they a younger demographic who skew towards budget conscious brands?
Or does your audience have a higher than average household income, meaning they’re likely
to be interested in correspondingly high-end and luxury brands?
Your most successful historical content will also help you understand what you should start
writing about. This is closely related to your editorial proposition. Clearly if you’re a lifestyle
publisher, you shouldn’t start writing about hardware tools. But understanding that, if for
example, you are a lifestyle publisher, and a post about the best shampoos for blonde hair
performed well, you might consider creating specific comtent around hair care.
Combining your readers’ interests, your top content and your editorial proposition in comtent
will ensure it’s commercially viable. When starting out, there will be trial and error, but
ultimately you’ll start to find the crossover point of content your readers love and content
that drives sales for merchants.

types: timely and timeless.

Timely content

Timeless content

This capitalizes on seasonal events
and trending deals. It’s short-term,
disposable and beyond a certain
limited window, won’t drive value
for you. In that limited window,
however, it can be extremely
lucrative and drive great returns
for you. This type of content won’t
feature evergreen products.

This content is wonderful because with occasional
updates it can continue driving revenue indefinitely.
In fact, across our top 25 publishers, 40% of comtent
revenue comes from articles that are more than 60
days old. Themed around evergreen products like little
black dresses or leather satchel bags, you can create
specific content that will always attract interest, and
continue to earn revenue from them by updating links
for items as time goes by.

See the next page for examples of good comtent.
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Top 10s / Listicles

Get the look

When people are conducting
product research, they’re often
seeking to narrow their choice
and make their search swifter.
Top 10s and Listicles are a great
way to funnel readers’ research
in the right direction, make their
purchase easier and drive more
revenue for you too.

Fashion is a top-selling
category and for good reason:
People always need something
to wear. Get the look guides have
become their own subset of the
product guide and are the perfect
place to showcase apparel and
outfits from all kinds of fashion
merchants. Celebrity-focused
“get the look” guides are among
the most effective, but you can
also use get the look to talk about
interior design, home and
garden products too.

Image-led, product
galleries / carousels
A picture is worth a thousand
words for a reason! Pictures are
the perfect way to inspire readers
- it’s no wonder image galleries
are one of the preferred means
to showcase products. With a
consistent theme and selection
of stylish products, the artistry will
blow your readers away.

In-depth product
reviews
People often seek out in-depth
product reviews when making
bigger ticket purchases. That’s
because they’re making a larger
investment and want to make
sure they’re making the right to
decision. Creating longer product
reviews is more time consuming
but can be more valuable if they
result in driving sales than listicles
focused on multiple smaller items.

Buying Guides
Buying guides are staple
product-centric content. They’re
an opportunity to feature products
your team likes, cover a range of
price points and ensure you have
an item available for everyone
reading your content, at
every budget.
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Want to see more examples of good comtent?
Visit www.comtent.com for more tips and best practices.
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Earnings Per Click (EPC) is an extremely powerful metric to use here. It tells you how much
commission you can expect to earn from a particular merchant for the amount of purchases
you drive to it. Picking a merchant with a higher EPC means you’ll earn more in the end.

Which merchants
to consider

Once you’ve found out what kind of content your readers

You can also use our Merchant Search feature to find merchants to work with. You can
sort by category and also use Merchant Search to find top-performing merchants. We
recommend you work with these merchants at first, as it’s a good way to earn revenue
quickly, and then gradually use the tool to diversify the merchants you’re writing about
and find organisations that perform well for your audience in particular.

most respond to, you can start picking merchants to feature
in your content. A great way to decide who to feature is
using our Merchant Tools in the Publisher Hub. You can use
ecommerce metrics available in Publisher Hub to choose
between similar merchants and figure out who’s going to
be most effective.
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There are lots of opportunities to place affiliate links into comtent articles and the best pieces
of comtent will capitalize on all of them.
Ideally in any piece of comtent you write, you should link to the homepage of the retailer or
brand, the specific product you’re discussing – and a few alternatives at various price points
to appeal to as many people as possible – and product category pages in case people want
to go browsing. This ensures you’re catering for all kinds of shoppers and people at every
stage of the purchase journey.

Where links should go:

Example of where to place links in an article

Do I link to the homepage or product page?

[Header]
Lectus congue per magna abigo
[Intro text about the shopping event]
Suscipit pala. Ligula qui bene caecus leo nostra. Vicis nullus immitto orci paratus
neo typicus. Justo cum damnum nisl morbi abdo gemino.

The beauty of our Javascript is that once it’s installed it

[Retailer landing page link]

automatically affiliates links to our merchants. That means
you don’t have to waste time creating affiliate links and can
instead focus on creating content that your audience
cares about.
Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

(Product specific link)

(Product specific link)

(Product specific link)

It’s also important to make the links obvious and include clear disclosure that you will earn
a share of any sales driven by the page. Doing this improves the chance of someone
converting from the article and ensures people don’t feel deceived in any way, which is
important to protect readers’ trust in your editorial brand and keep them coming back for
more comtent in the future.
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If you want to play around, we’ve seen publishers use links in a variety of different places
to optimize their approach to commerce content. Some add links to the descriptive content
around brand names. This is subtler than linking from brand or product names and makes
the content look even less like sponsored content.
Other publishers add links to images. Including links in image descriptions or galleries helps
people get a visual impression of the products you talk about and makes it more likely they’ll
engage with the content.
You’ll need to experiment to identify where and how your audience will interact with links in
your content.

Find out what kind of content

The swimsuit

your readers most respond to,

Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit voluptatem accusantium
doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo
enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas

then you can start picking

What the celebrities
are wearing to the beach

merchants to feature in
your content

Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis
iste natus error sit voluptatem
accusantium doloremque
laudantium, totam rem
aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab
illo inventore veritatis et quasi
architecto beatae vitae dicta

Jewellery

sunt explicabo. Nemo enim

ipsam voluptatem quia volupt.
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit At
voluptatem
vero eos accusantium
et accusamus et
doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque
ipsaodio
quae
ab illo inveniusto
dignissimos
ducimus
tore veritatis et quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta qui
suntblanditiis
explicabo.
Nemo
praesentium
enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas

voluptatum deleniti atque
corrupti quos dolores et quas
molestias excepturi sint occaecati cupiditate non provident,
similique sunt in.
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Section 3
Making the most of
our platform

The Publisher Hub is where you’ll access all the
insights you need to refine, improve and develop your
content monetization strategy. You can learn more
about revenue, and filter your clicks and sales by date,
merchant, site, device and country giving you a
granular overview of how you’re doing with Skimlinks.
It includes a snapshot of your account to quickly
understand how you’re doing, more in-depth
performance reviews to help you measure success, a
merchant search feature to find brands to write about
in your content and a toolbox of tools to help you
monetize across other formats and much more.

Access all your insights from The Publisher Hub

Beginners’ Guide
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Analytics
We’ve designed filters to help you get a more in-depth look
at your performance.
These include:
Date

To help you understand your performance over time. You can see your
highs and your lows, and optimize from those learnings to ensure your
success.

Merchant

To see which brands, retailers and organisations your readers are
buying from and perform best for you. This helps you perfect the mix
of merchants you write about, feature brands you know your readers
already love and include new ones with similar products that match their
interests.

Link

To see within individual pages which links have driven most conversions
and commissions for you. This means you can see which products are
most popular and perfect where you’re placing links on the page to drive
conversions.

Site

To compare performance across your sites if you have more than one in
your portfolio. You can see where you’re succeeding and where there’s
room for improvement, and apply lessons from succeeding sites to lift
others up.

Device

To see where in the world your users are. This gives you an overview of
performance in target markets and gives insight into where you might
have success further afield.

Affiliated
/ Non
Affiliated

To help you see monetized and non-monetized pages and compare them.
This way you can get an overview of the whole picture and of how much
of your content you’re earning revenue from.

Pages Report

To get an understanding of which devices your users are on. That means
where your audience is and what devices to optimize your content for as
a result.
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Here you’ll find your best and
worst revenue-earning pages.
You can use that information to
understand what types of articles
work well for you and to replicate
them. You can also use information
about pages that don’t perform as
well to make improvements and
refine your approach.
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Follow this simple routine every
day to get the most out of
our platform:

1

Look at your top performing pages

2

Check high traffic, low RPM

3

Your top performing pages should guide your entire comtent creation
process. Once you know what your readers like, and what drives sales,
you can combine the two to make more top performing pages.

Alternatively, you may have pages that aren’t attracting much attention,
but are driving significant sales. In these instances, think about how you
can drive more traffic to the page. Can it be featured more prominently on
your site? Can you plug it more often through social channels? Increase
traffic to the page and you’ll increase the sales too.
Top tip: Sort by RPM to see your high RPM pages

4

If you have high traffic pages with low RPM (revenue per thousand
impressions), it means that people are engaging with your content but
aren’t buying anything as a result. To remedy that, you can compare
merchants by EPC (Earnings Per Click), to find similar ones to those
featured that offer better earnings. Swap out the old merchants, for the
new higher earning ones and watch the revenue lift.

Check new Preferred Partner merchants
regularly
Skimlinks has a Preferred Partner Program and a dedicated Merchant
team to help manage these important relationships. As our top
merchants, they can offer up to 650% better commission rates than our
base and our our top performers. Write about them and your content
could drive more revenue.

Top tip: You can sort by impressions to see your high traffic pages
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Check low traffic, high RPM
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Section 4
Making the most of
our Merchants

Skimlinks’ Preferred Partner
Program & VIP merchants

Preferred merchants are more numerous than VIP
merchants and offer a CPA rate 50% higher than
the base.
VIP merchants are a more select group who offer a
100% increase on the base CPA. There are just over
40 VIP merchants, and with names like Nordstrom
and Boohoo, their products are well worth
writing about.
Collectively there are over 300 Preferred Partner
Program partners and writing about products they
carry is worth it for that revenue boost if you do
drive a sale.

We have more than 20,000 merchants in our network and
they all offer commission for sales your content drives.
Some offer more commission than others and we have
two exclusive tiers for these merchants: Preferred Partner
Program Merchants and VIP merchants. The difference
is the CPA rate they offer.
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Preferred Partner Program merchants offer a CPA
rate 50% higher than the base.
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Merchant Alerts

VIP

Merchant Alerts is our newest feature. By favoriting a merchant in Merchant Search using
the heart icon, you’ll automatically receive an email alert as soon as they launch new offers in
our network, enabling you to take the latest deals straight to your readers. You can select as
many or as few merchants as you like. If you want to opt out of the notifications at any time
you can do that in Merchant Offers too.

Preferred

If you’re making a choice between two comparable merchants, we recommend using
Earnings per Click to decide which one to feature. It’s the best way to benchmark who’ll
drive most value for you.

Beginners’ Guide
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Section 5
Merchant Relationship
Building

1

Identify display advertising deals
A major publisher focused on parenting discovered
through our Publisher Insights that its audience
showed strong affinity for the UK’s largest hardware
retailer. Leveraging the Skimlinks report, it was able
to approach the brand and win a lucrative premium
advertising deal from them.

2

Increase commission rates
Publishers can also instigate these relationships.
An online fashion retailer was so impressed by the
performance of several fashion editorial sites that they
offered them the highest commission rate available to
any affiliate. If you see that you’ve driven significant
sales for a retailer, our merchant team can reach out
on your behalf and help you secure improved
commission rates with specific merchants.

3

Another key advantage of our merchant
network is the ability to create valuable
relationships that can drive revenue beyond
affiliate links. This most commonly takes
three forms:
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Develop sponsored content
Once publishers have a sufficient amount of evidence
around both brand affinity and the sales they’re
driving to the merchant, they can approach them
to collaborate on sponsored content. This can be
particularly lucrative and of the same high quality as
normal pieces of commerce-related content powered
by affiliate links. However, it crosses the line between
organic and paid content. While in the short term
potentially more lucrative, you must disclose a brand
has sponsored the content and readers are less likely
to take it as a genuine recommendation. That in turn
makes consumers less likely to eventually go on to
make a purchases.
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Conclusion

1

Link from merchants whenever you mention them to make sure our
Javascript affiliates them so you earn commission when your readers
click on them

2

Use our URL shortener to share links across social media channels and
reach your audiences there

your organisation.

3

Check EPC! It’s the best way to understand which merchants drive the
most value and should be featured in your comtent

Here are 7 key takeaways for success with Skimlinks

4

Install our Editor Toolbar so you can easily monetize your content on the
fly, find out who our merchants are and what commissions they offer

5

Use PPP or VIP merchants where possible to take advantage of their
elevated commission rates

6

Favourite merchants to get email alerts as soon as they have new offers
running

7

Always check the Skimlinks Publisher Hub for updates and publishing
data that can help grow your business

This guide outlines how to get started with comtent and
make affiliate marketing a profitable revenue stream for

in the future:
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About Skimlinks
Skimlinks is the leading content-to-commerce platform helping publishers monetize their editorial content,
and connecting marketers with consumers who want to buy their products.
Skimlinks’ platform creates new revenue for Publishers by: automating the affiliation of commerce-related
content, and syndicating the resulting shopping-intent data to Marketers and Merchants for engaging
consumers interested in their products, brands or categories. This data-as-a-service – known as
Audiences by Skimlinks – is now the largest source of shopping-intent data available to marketers for
use in the platform of their choice.
Skimlinks’ mission is to make sure publishers are rewarded for the role their content plays in the consumer
shopping journey, and to help Merchants understand what is driving their sales.
Skimlinks is used on 1.5 million websites globally by companies such as Buzzfeed, Refinery29, Condé
Nast, and AOL/HuffPost. With this network, and its connection to 20,000 merchants, Skimlinks sees the
content-to-commerce journey of about 1.6 billion people monthly.
Learn more at www.skimlinks.com.

